Self-sacrificial templating synthesis of porous quaternary Cu-Fe-Sn-S semiconductor nanotubes via microwave irradiation.
Uniform quaternary Cu(2)FeSnS(4) (CITS) nanotubes of outer diameter 400-800 nm and thickness 100-200 nm have been synthesized for the first time by a simple, rapid and easily scaled-up microwave nonaqueous route using benzyl alcohol as the microwave absorbing solvent. An interesting in situ generated one-dimensional Cu(Tu)Cl nanorod acting as a self-sacrificial template was crucial for the formation of the well-defined CITS nanotubes. Based on the designed time-dependent experiments, a formation mechanism for the CITS nanotubes was also proposed. The resulting CITS nanotubes had a strong absorption in the visible region with a bandgap of 1.71 eV that was optimal for photovoltaic applications. Our study provided a microwave nonaqueous route generally applicable for the synthesis of quaternary chalcogenide semiconductor nanotubes.